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Performance

specifications

of a typical production

unit

shall be as follows:
Measured

sensitivity

(tube of 2.5mm

at 1 mW on a terminated

[l-In] diameter,

tube basis

914 mm [3.0 ft] long) shall

be at least 117 dB. As an rndrcatron of electromechanrcal
conversion

efficiency, the BI factor shall be at least 8.7 T-m.

Frequency

response,

measured

on a terminated

tube, shall

be flat within *3 dB from 500 Hz to 4.5 kHz. From 4 kHz
to 10 kHz, response

shall roll off at the rate of 3 dB/octave,

and shall be flat withln *l
2350 horn, response
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shall be *5 dB from 500 Hz to IO kHz.
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